Togdheer and Sanaag regions are accessible with the exception of the roads between Ceergaabo and Kulmiye, Dhoob and Ragcadeye.

Road between Zaila and Dokhoshi is accessible.

Roads between Galkayo and Bacaadweyne are open, such as roads between Galkayo, Adado and Baxdo.

Bossaso-El Dahir-Qardho Flash floods cause intermittent closures of main road between these villages.

Road between Zaila and Dokhoshi is accessible.

Kismayo-Afmadow-Qoqani-Dhobley Closed for big trucks - small vehicles started using this road. Expected to open in the coming days if no additional rainfall.

Road between Galkayo and Bacaadweyne are open, such as roads between Galkayo, Adado and Baxdo.